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A non-stationary stopped decision process is investigated under rather weak con- 
vergence assumptions on The expected total rewards. Suffizicnt conditions are given for 
the approximation of the maximal conditiondl expected rewards from infinite stage pldy 
by the maximal conditional expected rewards from finite stage play. General criteri: sf 
optimality are derived. The results are essentially based on two lemmas given in this paper. 
The existence of optimal plans is.established using results of non-stationary dynamic pro- 
gramming. 
A non-stationary stopped decision model (SDM) is’ determined bJ,r 
(i) the state space &, at time ~1, 
(ii) the action space A, at time ~1, 
(iii) the sets D, (s), s E Sn , of admissible actH(xs at time fz, 
(iv) lthe initial distribution p, 
(v) the transition law qn3 
(vi) the reward furxtion r,, 
(vii) the terminal reward function g, . 
the set of positive integers. 
pose the system is in sItate 3 CI- ave t 
alternatives: 
sytem moves to a ne 
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rocesse:s un 
“s by means of potential theory. Re- 
assumptions (Assumptions A+ and A-). It should be noticed 
DM under both 
s in the work of Blackwell [ 1,2], Strauch [ 191 and 
in 19; 14; 13; 4, ch. 12; 161 in the following directions: 
ufficient conditions for the approximation of the maximal 
ent of the class of all ‘finite’ plans does not lead to an 
maximal conditional expected rewards. 
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The stopped decision model is a ‘tuple 
(where we write (b, ) for any sequence of elements b,, b,, . ..) of the 
following meaning: 
(i) (S&J4 n) is the state space at time II aad is assume 
dard Bore1 space, i.e., Sn is a non-empty Bore1 subset of 
plete, separa’ble, metric) space and J, is the system of all 
of& 
(ii) (An .’ :;A,) is the space of actions available at time n and is as- 
sumed to bc 2 standard Bore1 space. 
(iii) D, is a map from Sn into the set of all non-empty subsets of 
D,(s) is call!ed the set ofall admissible actions at time YE if the system 
is in state s. We assume that 
4 := {(s,a)ES, X A,:QED,(s)) 
belongs to J,, 0 OQ n and contains the graph of a measurable map fro 
Sn into A,. (This assumption is necessary and sufficient for the exis= 
tence of a policy.) 
(iv) p is a probability measure on J, , the sa-c(aZled initial distrih - 
tion. 
(v) Q~ is a transition probability from Kn to SII+ 1 , the so-called Pan- 
sition Zaw between N and n + 1. Q~ (s, a, l ) is the conditional distributian 
of the state elf the system at time y1+ 1 if the system is in state s at time 
YI a:nd the action a is taken. We set 4. := p. 
(vi) The reward functions yn are extended real-valued measurab 
functions on ,,,. rra specifies the re 
(n, rvt -  1 ] if tjhe system is not stopp 
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es. As usual, 8 vnndomized (Murkw) policy 7~ = (n,)) is defined 
ence of transition probabilities T, from Sn to A, such that 
,: (s)) = 1, s E Se . A deterministic fn/3tzrksv) policy f = ( fn ) is a 
sequ\ence cfn ) of measurable maps fn : Sn + A, such that fn (s) E D, (s), 
s E Sn. Obviously a deterministic policy f can be described. b:y a ran- 
domized policy n, where the probabilities z, (s, 0 ) are concentrated at 
the goint fn (s). 
Any policy 7p, together with the initial distribution 17 and 1:he transi- 
n law (qn’), defines a probability measure Pn := pnlql 7r2q2 .. . on the 
duct space H := S, x A4, x s, x A, . . . endowed with the product 
a-algebra nd thus a random process (fl, aI, c2, a2, . ..) (cp. [ E 1, p. 80]), 
where cn and cyn denote the projectic)ns from H onto Sn and A,, re- 
spectively. Then x* = ({r , a!, f2, . . . . s,> describes the history at time tz. 
Amapr:H+ U {- ) is called a (Markov) stopping time if there 
a sequence n) of measurable sets B, E J, such that 
r = inf (n E N: S;n E B,? ) , (2.0 
where inf (0) := 00. Instead of r we shall often write [B,). It should be 
noticed that any stopping time T (in the usual sense, cp. [3] ) with re- 
spect to the sequence of o-algebras 0(x,) can be written as 
where the sets Fk belong to J1 @ .s$ QD 4, @ . . . Wk. If T 5> U, we assume 
without loss of generality that B, = B, = . . . = B,_ l = $3. 
For any policy n and any stopping time T> a pair (n, 7) is called a ph. 
use (n, 7) = (n, (B,)) and th.e system is in state s E S, , 
e decision process ifs E B,, :, or WIZ select an action from 
to the distribution ?r,(s, ifs$ B,. A plan (TJ) is 
ermirzistic if 71 is deterministic. t C denote the class of all 
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emark 2.2. If w/e are able to restrict our !nttention to the class 
((7rJ)E C: Ts OQ ) , the stopped decision model is equivalent to a non- 
stationary dynamic decision model as defined by Hinderer [ 111 (cp. 
also [ 171 and for stationary models [ 1, 2, 191). 
2.3. Sometimes the tey~minal reward functions gi (s, a) depend 
also on terminal actions a E Ai (cp. e.g. [ 8,4] ). This case is reduced 
our model by using gm (s) : = 
function, provided that gn 
supaEA; gi (s, a) as a new terminal re 
is measurable. 
mark 2.4. We assume that the transition probabiiities q,., are com- 
tely known. For a Bayesian approach to stopped decision models 
incompletely known transition law, the reader is referred to [ 161. 
3. The maximal cond.itional expected rewards 
In order tb ~1 the explected rewards are well defined, we have to im- 
pose some convergence assumptions. 
Let 1, denote the indicator function of the set B. We write Bc for the 
complement of the set B. 
Let (?r, T) E c. Define, foriE (-,+}, 
R nTi := c 1~~ . .. 1,c 
v=n w-l 
(g’,l, 
V 
+rll,c), ~z~ 
V 
(3.1) 
and 
; 
i(‘lni(S) := sup_ 
(fl,TIE Cn 
he expectation is taken with respect to 
t is easily establis 
e use of: 
i . ni ’ 
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f the funcliosas 
ither A’ or A- holds. 
neral assumption im lies that the total rewards I 
I 
N 
R" 
1 l = 
.iw l N=-,n,n+l,..., 
v=t2 . 
a,s. with respect o (0 I& = s) for any ~1, s E Sn and any plan 
exists a.~. with respect to for any plan 
reover, 
a &defined. If the plan (n, 7) E c is used an.d the decision process 
is not stopped before time n, then V& &) is the conditional ex‘oected 
period [n, 00) unde; the condition that the state at 
is the expected reward. Note that I$ 7jg6 
llowing subclasses of ??n : 
\ 3 Wnk. 
imal corxlitional expected rewards 
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e remark that the value 
(3.5). Note that max((GT 
y (r: in 
sic 
Formulations and proofs simplify considerably by the use of the 
following isotone operators, defined on the set EC+ 1 of all non-nega- 
tive measurable functions 21 : Sn L 1 + 
the extended real numbers, 
denotes the se 
T,u(s) := SUP 
aED,W 
It is known that &,,Tj u E 
$c% w J 4,cR a w u(t) 
I 1 q,(s, a, dt) ~(0 . 1 
Mi for all plans (n, T), Tn u is not measu 1 
able in general, but according to [ 19, Theorem 7.11 ‘or [ 11, 
13.21 ?,.,u is universally measurable. 
In the present paper we will not overemphasize the measurability 
questions, and therefore we shall assume that ‘T, is a map from 
into Mi. The assumption Tnu E AZ: holds in many practical problems, 
e.g., if (i) J, is equal to the a-algebra of 3,+niv~=sally measurable s ts 
or if (ii) the function a * 19, fs, a, dt) u(t) is continuous on 
s E Sn, and A, contains a denumerable dense subset Al, sue 
Ah n D, (Is) is dense in D,(s), s E Sn . It is clear that (ii) is satisfied if
A, is countable (especially if we consider asimple stopping problem) 
ForJn(n T) . . . ZNtn 7) (resp. T* . . . TN) we simply write inN(n,TJ 
(resp. TnN)[ It is not difficult to establish that for u E ;t+l 
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U,u(s):= max cS,(s), T$(s))- (4.7) 
is replaced by I$, we write Ti instead of Tpl, I 
r the same reasons as above, we will assume that T&r i! 1 
1 
measur- 
all U E Mn+l i* ‘Then Un u is measurable, and by the,use of the 
eration technique we obtain that W,iEMi, IZ E N, ar/d 
,,v.+ l,i G wni, yt :G N (cp. (5.2)). Lnt,,*), Tn and UH arq maps from 
.+.j,i into Mnim If U t=‘MN+l, then it follows from (4.5) tliat 
L 
lt(fl,?).“’ L N(n,# = z* {Rfr+ ll l,, . . . (4.8) n ‘B; I 1 s;1 = ’ }. 
ince V& 7J E Mni, ¶ -iJL’e can write, by means of the operator Lnclr,7j, 
V mm =L V n(n,7) n + 1 ,(n,7)’ hzeN, (4.9) 
or a proof of (4.10) use the general assumption, (4.8) and the _mono- 
tone convergence theorem. 
V With these preparations we are now in a position to state the two 
lemmas. 
pose (Un) iS a sequcwce Of l?WpS U, E Mni 
uction we obta 
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u, 2 Ln(n T) l . . L 
¶ N(n,7jUN+ 1 
The last inequality fc~llows from (4.8). Letting N -+ = yields U, 2 
by (4.10). 
y:(lr TI # 
(b) Since ui G Vj& 7) < 
9 
INow the assertion fohows from assumption A-. •I 
Let (n, 7) E C, . Then 1imN ZnN(n T )tlN+ 1 = 0 if e.g. 7 is bounded or 
if 7 is finite and the s,equence (u,) ii uniformly bounded from below. 
mma 4.2. Let (n, T) E c. Suppose (iz,) sequence of naps 
U, E Mni SlllCh that U, < Lnta T)Un+l, ?I E 
Cal If limN ‘nN(n #%+1 =’ 0, n E E‘J 
(b) issume A+. Ifu, < Vncn Tj, yt E 
n G V& T), r1 E , 
9 
lim Z 
nN(n,~j~+N + 1 
=O, nEN. 
N 
roof. (a) By induction we get 
For a proof of the last inequality use (4.8) and the fact u, 
By (4.10) the passage to the limit as N + QO yields tk, G Vni,. + 
’ ’ The proof of (b) is analogous to that of lemma 4.1 (b). 17 
means of a non-stationary dynamic 
state spaces which are the union of a 
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TYne definition (3.3) implies that Gr < G{‘l for all lV 2 n. Therefore 
N limN G, =: G,” exists (in ), is measurable and we have 
G,” is the maximal conditional expected reward fcjr the time period 
[n, -) within the class Cr := 
ote that (G,“)” < efine 
v; := un .*. u N_10 forn<N, 
and we are also interested in th.e function 
YT Aim Vr, nE N 
he sequence ( Vnw ) plays an important role for proving the existence 
Of optimal plans (cp. Section 8). Since Vt 3 Ln(,n,7) ..,L,__ I,(~, TAO 
for any plan (n, Q, we get Vnw 2 (w, 7), and therefore 
is measurable an 
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(a) From (51) we obtain 6,” = &r,G,",l by the monotone 
sup is justifiz 
atou’s lemma we conclude 
Un I(;+1 Q max 
6 
r,(a, a) + lp J4J!, a, d0 
< max 1 gn9 lim Tn V:+l} =lim Un Vr+] =b Vr = N N N 
It is known that the functions Gt , G,, Vn and V”: differ in general. 
However, they are identical in the “positive case”. 1: 
ized in the next theorem. Similar sufficient conditions 
ed out, e.g., by Chow, Robbins and Siegmund [3] and 
We make use of: 
Condition B. lirnNznNtn ,,(G&,)- 
9 
= 0, n E ,(7yr)E Cna 
Condition B holds if the sequence (gn ) is uniformly bounded from 
below or if the following condition is satisfied: 
il(G~l- I 5, =.}=O,nE 
In any particular stopped ecision model, it is usually easy to check 
condition C (and so B), Condition C holds, e.g., if limN T,,ccz+r )- = 
II E N, or if the terminal reward functions gn have the form gn =/F-l& 
for some PE [0, I.) and sup, IlgLBII Cm (CP. [9, W). 
core 3. (a) Assume B. Then 
(b) Assume 6. Then G,” = G, = 
(c) If limN*TnN(GE+ 1)- = 0, n 
G,” 
exists ,7y1 
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elude Gt 2 v;I(,,,) for all (7r, 7:) E Cn in case B, and GI 2 V’(n 7) for 
all (n,r) E en in case C. (5.3) completes the proof of (a) and (b). 
(c) Since 0 \< GF,, + (Gg+t )- , byr indulction we obtain 
By Theorem 5.1) (5.3) and (5.4) we get therefore 
The last inequalities tell us that (c) is true. 0 
Theorem 5.3 impk that under condition C, limN Gr = Gn = k;z, 
i.e., the stopped decision process is stable, anId G, or Vn can be appro- 
ximated by the non-decreasing $sequence (Gf ) which is computable by 
recursion from (5.1). 
timality equation 
Assume k. A solution of the optimality equation is a sequence (u,) 
of maps U, E AlRi such that 
According to Theorem 
This is true under condition 
uenee (G,” ) satisfies (6.1). We do not 
optimalit!/ equation in general. 
m 5.3 contains sufficient condi- 
ns of’ the optimality equa- 
cc,” ) jresP* (Gn ), ( vn ) Or \( V,F 1) 
smallest sohtion of (6. I ). 
6. I) such that 
utions (un) of (6. f ) 
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lim Z - nN(n,&v+ 1 “0, nE ) N 
(7r,T) E en . 
cc) (cp. [ 13, Theorem 3.9]), Suppose ( Vn ) is a solutio~a of (6.1) wc*tl 
that 
Then ( Vn) is the (termavise) smallest of those solutions (u,) o~‘(6.1) 
that satisfy 
lim E, {ui 1 S;, = 0 } = 0, 
N 
n f , for all R . 62) 
(d) Suppose (V{ ) is a soi’ution of (6.1) such that 
lim ‘T,,(If~,,)+ = 0, nE 
N 
Then (V’- ) is the (termwise) greatest of those soltdons (u,., ) of (6.1) 
that satisfy 
(e) Sup,pose (u,)t is a sequence 0 f measurable functions u, : S, + - u 
sucks that ,Si < vz and 
If limN .Tniv (Gi, I )I- = 0, n E then (G,) is the unique solution 
(u,) of (6.1) that sdisfies 
et (u, ) be any solu 
induction we get 
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(b) and (c) are imm 
and by induc 
u, 6 +l +?nNui+l, n < N. 
etting N + 00 yields tin < 
y Theorem 5.3, (C,) is a solution of (6.1). Let (Un) be any other 
solution of (6.1) such that u; < uz, n E rom (a) al!d Theorem 5.3) 
we c ude V’r = 6,” < Un. Therefore )’ < ui and from (d) it fol- 
lows >u,..henceI/,” =Cr =u,.O 
e say that the sequence (un) of functions Un E Mlli is excessive if 
Un 3 T,21pl+I~ n E (cp. [ 6, 193 ). Then (G,” ) is the slmallest 
cessive sequence orize (g,), i.e. tl, 2 &, fl E 
roof is similar to th s result is well-known In the theory 
of optimal stopp.ing (cp. [ 3, 181). Under assumption A- the sequence 
(V,) satisfies (6.2) (cp. Lemma 4. II (b)). 
section we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
ality’ of a plan. 
following theorem is an i mediate consequence of Lemma 4.2 
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nN(n,r)Gl+ 1 = 0, nE ow-)~ e:, 
., 24; < wn+, n E 
Theorem 7.1 on 
for the sequences CC;,” 3 and (6,). Schal [ 171 has cons 
r/n” ), whereas (Vn) has i,et,n 
ordijk [ 13, Theorem 4.6] an 
rem 8. I we shall need: 
rollary 7.2 (cp. f 17, oren 5.1 ]I ). Assume A+ and let (n, 7)1 E C. 
Then Vnm = Vncn 71, n E 
, 
and 
For a deterministic plan (f, 7) = (o”, ), (B, )), by Theorem 5.1 ( 
get: V; = Lntf,, Vc+l is equivalent o the conditions 
, 
and for s 4 B, the point fn (s) is a maximum point of the map 
a + Pn Is, a) + jqn G,a,\ dt) v;;“+ 1 (01 , a e D, (s) . 
Under assumption A- we have: 
eo . Assume be a subset of c and 
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lim Z 
N nN@‘,?‘) 
V- 
N + l,(n,r) = 0, HEN, (n’, 7’) E D . 
of. Pn view of Lemma 4.1 (b) the “only if” direction is obvious. The 
’ direction is pawed as follows. First we note that Vnt.n Tb belongs to 
s Therefore we conclude from Lemma 4.1 (a) that z’nl;,> V’&~ 7tj 
Lx Thss Vn@ s) 3 ufl, and the proof is comilete. 0 ’ 9 
I 
then 
lim Z 
N nNW,~‘I 
V- 
N + I,(R,T) “, 
From Theorem 5.1 (b) an.&.Tf?eorem 7.3we get: 
* ___- 
Cor&xy 7.4. Assume A- 
Then ‘JIF = V’,& a)9 
and let cqr? 7) E C. Suppose Vj = VU*, n E N. 
optimaiity 
n E N,‘if and onl/ <f ( V& 71) is CC 7oZution of the 
equahn and 
9 
i. t 
?., 4 
k 
. lim Z r” ,QIN(R’,T’) N+l,(lr,~) = 0, 
,& N, (d, 7’jE c. 
N 
Other criteria of optimality (in case A-) can be xsily derived from 
Theorem 7.3 by use of Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 6.1. 
At the end of this section we state: 
if’ direction ~~!~ows from heorem 5.1 (a). Sup 
omn 6.1 (a) 
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8. Existence of j&optimal plans 
Let C denote the class of all finite plans, i.e., 
c:= ((R,T)EE P,[r<-] = 1). 
If 
@N := {(~J)E c: Pn[&N] = 1}, NE N, 
then C” := UN@ is the class of all bounded plans. Further we define 
the maximal expected rewards 
;?p.~ we are interested only in finite plans and are 
pt of optirnality (cp. [ 11, p.91): 
(optimal in the lnean with respect 
to p) iff VtS,7j = G, 
Theorem 8.1,. (a) Let the following assurqtions be satisfied for uli $0 : I 
(i) _!in 3 countable; 
(ii) D, (s) is fr‘r2:‘t~ for all s E Sn ; 
(iii) condition A’ holds and limN ?,N JVN.t-l + = 0, n E N. 
Then there exists a deter.mintstic plan (c T) E &uch .that V& ‘pI = c, . 9 
M E N. lf u, 7) belongs to C, then u, a) is j&optimal. 
(b) Let the following assumpt!‘oRs be satisfied for ill ri : 
(i) A, e:C rrCr&y compact; 
(ii) &,(s) is a compact wbset of A,, s 5 S,.? such that the i?ap 
A t+ D, (s) is upper semi-continuous, i P., $5 tiuch open sei 8 i’.v~ 
A, the set (s : Dpz (s) C 0) is open in lYtz : 
(iii) qn is 4321%9nus, i. (2. if z;,, z E A&, then z, t-), z ixwplies thut 
q&P 9 cowerges weakly to q,, (z, 0 ) ; 
(iv) r,, and gr ar;! upper semi-cixtinuous and bounded $vrn above; 
(v) ,-onditioz olds and lim,, yaN *I,+ ‘,‘l 0, IT E 
en the assertion& of part a) are also valid. 
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Proof. Under the assumptions of (a) (resp. (b)), by [ 17,Theorem 15.21 
(resp. [ 17, Theorem 36.21) there exists a plan fl 7) E C such that 
r/n” =L V” n{f,r) n+l’ tZEN. 
(This is shown by means of a non-stationa.ry d namic decisioil model; 
cp. Section SJ In. [ 175 the reward functions rn and gfi are assumed to 
be bourided Corn above. Under the assumptions of(a) this assumption 
may be neglected. In view or Corollary 7.2 we obtain V,t(f.71 = Vc, 
n E N. Since V (f,7) = J Vlv,Js)p(ds), the last assertion isobvious. 0 
‘:[‘he “optimal” stopping time 7 can be defined by the sequence (Rn) 
of sets 
‘n := {sESn ’ v~(s)=g,(s)l l 
A sufficient condition for the validity of I?“[7 < -1 = 1 is given by 
&r, = -00. Other conditions can be found e.g. in. [ 3, l&9, 141. 
Theorem 8.2, Assume A+. Let either the assumptions (i), (ii) of Theo- 
rem 8.1 (a) or the assumptions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 8.1 (b) besatisfied. 
If G = GN for some N E N, then tkre exists a deterministic F-optimal 
bounded plan E T) E C" . 
Proof. Suppose G = G”. In view of (5. l), it is easily established by in- 
duction that G:, 1 < r*t < N, is measurable (resp. upper semi-continuous 
by [ 17, Lemma 16. I] ) and that in virtue of the selection theorem 12.1 
in [ 171 there exists a bounded plan u, 7) E C”’ such that 
dv G, =L n(f,7) i+l 9 A GY Mn<N. 
Then Theorem “7.1 implies 
hence 
%T) = J Gy (s) p(h) k GN . 
The proof of the last equality is analogous to that of (5.1). 0 
alln>.NandG=lin~PGk,thenG=GN. 
have given more general sufficient con 
for the validity of the equation G = GN (cp. [ P 61). 
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